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May Peace Prevail on Earth.

The Wright Way Team wishes you all wonderful holidays
and a peaceful, healthy, and happy new year.
Thank you,
Adrian & Jordan

@thewrightwayteam
NUMBER ONE 2021 TOPANGA TEAM. PASSIONATE LOCAL AGENTS. UNPARALLELED MARKETING REACH.
INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY. RESULTS DELIVERED. AN EXPERIENCE LIKE NO OTHER.

Adrian Wright

Jordan Wright

818.939.6415
adrian.wright@compass.com
DRE 00935559

818.746.6987
jordanwright@compass.com
DRE 01952694

Compass is a real estate broker licensed by the State of California and abides by Equal Housing Opportunity laws. License Number 01991628. All material presented herein is intended for
informational purposes only and is compiled from sources deemed reliable but has not been verified. Changes in price, condition, sale or withdrawal may be made without notice. No statement
is made as to the accuracy of any description. #1 Topanga agents status based on total closed transaction sides. All measurements and square footage are approximate.
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Thinking Out Loud
Happy Christmas and Good Tidings to All for 2022!
The Canyon Chronicle sends a heartfelt thank you to the Topanga community for seeing it through its
infancy and wherever we are on the growth scale a year and a half later. As we start the new year, we
look forward to welcoming to our pages our advertisers, the many artists, authors, letters, businesses,
and amazing folk who live here. Especially, we thank our dedicated staff of journalists, artists, creative
directors, and business advisors, without whom there would be no Canyon Chronicle.

Publisher / Editor
Flavia Potenza
Creative Director
Nira Lichten

Please Note: We’ll be on hiatus from now until we start production on Monday, January 10, 2022, for the
first issue of the year on Friday, January 21.
We’ll give you a heads-up as the time grows
closer.
In this issue
Local news and political updates on
redistricting and what our State Senator
Henry Stern is up to. Will he be our senator
or supervisor after the mid-term elections
next year? (Pages 4-7)
Democracy in Danger! The idea of
New Year Resolutions has columnist Joel
Bellman Declaring for Democracy in these
troubled times (Page 11). His commentary
is the opening salvo when it comes to the
next two years. Politics will dominate in the
2022 mid-term elections and into national
elections in 2024. We’ll be covering as
much of it as we can. As we at The Canyon
Chronicle see it, American autocrats are
undermining American democracy. This
is what the founders foresaw when they
referred to “enemies within.”
Guardians at the gate like Kindergarten
FLAVIA POTENZA
Bonnell Park is delightfully littered these cold days with frosty teacher Amy Weisberg, writes her first
sycamore leaves sparkling in the winter morning’s sun as if
Opinion column, “Give Teachers the Gift of
covered in tiny diamonds. The camera is woefully inadequate
Time,” for us to ponder. (Page 6). Talk about
to catch the sparkle, so you’ll have to imagine...always a good
essential workers!
thing to do.
Since most everyone enjoys the celestial
night sky, why is it disappearing from view? We explored the International Dark Sky Association (IDA)
darksky.org, which has many suggestions on how we can reduce light pollution and find “Dark Sky
places,” where you can still see the Milky Way (Page 8). End-of-year donations are welcome.
For other pleasurable distractions, Linda Ballou introduces the pleasures of traveling California’s
Central Coast, in the winter, no less (Page 9), and Paula LaBrot tracks the technical evolution of
Christmas gift-giving (Page 12).
Passages
We announced in the last issue the passing of Arthur Nissman. On page 14, his wife, Susan, offers an
official obituary that counts the many ways in which he embraced his beloved “village.”
Topanga realtor Tanya Starcevich and her sister Dr. Lara Starcevich also note the passing and celebrate
the life of their father, John Starcevich, also known as John Stark, a Canadian actor, director, and film
producer (Page 13).
—Flavia Potenza

Senior Reporter
Annemarie Donkin
Creative Consultant
Eiffel Nazaryan
Contributors
Linda Ballou
Joel Bellman
Kathie Gibboney
Paula LaBrot
Kait Leonard
Amy Weisberg
Copy Editor / Distribution
Ellie Carroll
Contact US
editor@thecanyonchronicle.com
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info@thecanyonchronicle.com
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ads@thecanyonchronicle.com
P.O. Box 1101
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(310) 460-9786
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Ask About 2022 Discounts

“Celebrate The Holidays Together,” painted
paperscape by Valerie Walsh,who says, “This
is my 3rd piece of art with this title because
it is an important theme to embrace different
celebrations. Some of my pals, new and old, are
pictured. Archie is celebrating Christmas, Scout
and Beezy celebrate Chanukah, and Mango is
new to the Wood Hood and he celebrates the
Winter Solstice. Peace, Love and Joy are the
best parts of the holidays and I wish that for
everyone. valeriegallerie.com
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NEWS
Sen. Henry Stern Declares for Supervisor
Hot on the heels of approval of the redistricting
map for the Los Angeles County Board
of Supervisors, State Senator Henry Stern
announced his candidacy via his Zoom livecast
to replace Third District Supervisor Sheila
Kuehl, when she retires next November.
“After a year of deliberation, the Los Angeles
County Citizens Redistricting Commission just
wrapped,” Stern announced in his statement.
“Because of our common interests, the
Commission drew the boundaries for the new
Third District precisely within the communities
I have put my love and labor into as a State
Senator for the last six years, and throughout
my life.
“We have been through it. COVID. Fires.
Blackouts. Blowouts. Homelessness. Shootings.
We are vibrant, faithful, wild, creative, and hardworking. We are Democrats, Republicans and
people who are just sick of politics altogether.

SCREENSHOT FROM SEN. STERN’S LIVECAST.

Sen. Henry Stern announced his candidacy for the
Third District Supervisorial seat being vacated by
Sheila Kuehl in next year’s mid-term election.

“We are the mountains, the valleys, the
canyons, the flats, and the coast. We are wealthy
and destitute. We are hopeful and fed up. We
are pragmatic and progressive.

“For better or worse, we are LA.
“My work in the Capitol has taught me
how to legislate under pressure. But serving
you through so many crises, and seeing how
broken things can get on the ground, makes
me hungry to come home—to serve you in the
guts of government, where our competence is
being put to the test, on the LA County Board
of Supervisors.”
Stern, who will not need to vacate his 27th
District senate seat during the campaign, will
have competition from Assemblyman Richard
Bloom, L.A. City Controller Ron Galperin,
West Hollywood Councilwoman Lindsey
Horvath, and possibly Senate Majority Leader
Robert Hertzberg, who is “seriously considering
running” for the choice seat, and maybe more.
(D-Van Nuys)
See related article below, “Redistricting is a
Win/Lose for Topanga.”

The approved District map presented three days before the deadline, replaced three other maps under consideration. Supervisors were surprised by the
change, but Third District Supervisor Sheila Kuehl was irate over the “rushed adoption of an eleventh-hour map.”

Redistricting is a Win/Lose for Topanga
A first-ever citizens redistricting
commission draws new boundaries
for L.A. County Supervisors.
The 14-member citizens redistricting
commission retained Santa Monica,
Topanga and Santa Monica Mountains
communities in the Third District
allaying fears that those geographical
communities might be broken up.
What the Third District did lose were
world-renowned cultural venues—the
Academy Museum of Motion Pictures,
Hollywood Bowl, La Brea Tar Pits, L.A.
County Museum of Art, and the John
Anson Ford Theater—that Supervisor
Sheila Kuehl, and Zev Yaroslavky before
her, allocated millions for more than 20
years, to improve them.
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Kuehl was irate over the “rushed
adoption of a strategically manipulated
11th-hour map...that guts the heart out
of what has been the Third District...
while providing no time for comment
or review,” she said in a mass email,
accusing unnamed politicians eyeing
a seat on the Board of influencing the
commissioners.
“I’m surprised it’s so different than the
maps that were being considered before
Sunday [December 12, three days before
the deadline],” Fifth District Supervisor
Kathryn Barger, the only Republican on
the Board, said, “but again, I’m ready
to roll up my sleeves and get to know
my new constituents, which is my style
anyway.”
“My job is to represent the residents of
the Fourth District and not only ensure

their voices and interests are heard,
but also get them the resources they
need,” Supervisor Janice Hahn said in a
statement.
One of the criteria commisioners
had to meet before approving the final
redistricting map, was that “the Board of
Supervisors will have no input or ability
to alter the final district maps.”
The final map that went into
effect immediately, created a second
-majority Latino district, maintained a
concentration of Black voters in South
L.A., and grouped more Asian American
voters together.
With the exception of Supervisor Kuehl,
who is not running for re-election next
year, the supervisors declared they were
ready to get to know and represent their
new constituents and move forward.

Topanga Pet Resort For Sale
By Annemarie Donkin
When you spy a group of happy
dogs with their tails wagging
and frolicking in the hills of Old
Canyon, it must mean they are
visiting the Topanga Pet Resort.
With its heritage oaks, shady
trails and a wooden bridge over
a seasonal stream, it is one of
the most beautiful and historic
properties in the Canyon.
The Pet Resort is also a stateof-the-art dog boarding, training
and doggie daycare resort
with spacious indoor runs, air
conditioning and hours of outdoor
activities supervised by a large,
dedicated staff and experienced
dog trainers.
Owners Keith and Pat
Tomlinson have created such a
successful business that it has
attracted loyal clients from all
over SoCal including Topanga,
Agoura,
Malibu,
Calabasas,
Woodland Hills, Santa Monica,
and Downtown Los Angeles.
In 2019, The Hollywood
Reporter listed the Topanga Pet
Resort as one of L.A.’s Top Ten
favorite boarding kennels for
celebrities’ dogs.
History of the
Topanga Pet Resort
After 40 years in Topanga, Guide
Dogs for the Blind put its facility

PHOTO BY ANNEMARIE DONKIN

These are photos previously published in the Topanga Messenger. From left,
Keith and Pat Tomlinson, founders and owners of the Topanga Pet Resort, with
their dog, Chen Chen.

up for sale in 2005.
Seeing its potential, its longtime
regional field manager and Guide
Dog trainer Keith Tomlinson
and his wife, Pat, purchased the
property and opened the Topanga
Pet Resort in 2006, offering dog
boarding, training, and doggie
daycare. The business thrived and
created a loyal following among its
clients.
Now, after 16 years, the
Tomlinson’s are ready to retire and
move to the Bay Area to be closer
to their three grown children
and four grandchildren. They
have listed the 6.44-acre property
at $5 million for the threebedroom Mid-Century house and
swimming pool, and the 4,500

square-foot kennel and facilities.
The Tomlinson’s acknowledge
that their long-time staff wants
to purchase the property and
preserve the business.
“I would just say that we have
a very dedicated and passionate
group of employees who are great
at what they do, love working with
dogs and love Topanga; they feel
like a family,” Keith Tomlinson
said. “We are not in a desperate
way, we are just ready to move on,
put the place on the market, find a
buyer and be with our grandkids.”
Preserving the Pet Resort
“We are both joyous that Pat and
Keith will finally get to retire and be
with their family and brokenhearted

at the thought that the place we call
our second home may soon be no
more,” wrote Topanga Pet Resort
Manager Gini Holtzman on their
GoFundMe page.
Holtzman said the staff are
trying to raise the $500,000
down payment for the property:
gofundme.com/f/save-topanga-petresort. She wrote that the perfect
scenario would be that the buyer
would realize how extraordinarily
magical the Topanga Pet Resort is
and nothing would change.
“The reality of the situation
is that the person who buys the
property can and will do whatever
they want with the land and
that includes opening a different
business, building something else,
and even tearing down the kennel
building,” Holtzman wrote. “This
is what my hopes and dreams are:
I know I won’t raise $500,000, but
if we can get enough of a buzz,
[someone who] loves dogs, loves
bringing their dog here may want to
invest in this. I believe the universe
has plans; I know that what is going
to happen, I believe it will stay in
our hands. We just need someone
to make that happen.”
Topanga Pet Resort is located at
1776 Old Topanga Canyon Road,
Topanga, CA 90290. For more
information: (310) 455-9663;
TopangaPetResort.com.

Bill Bowling Elected President of
the Malibu Association of Realtors
Congratulations to Bill Bowling,
the newly elected president of the
Malibu Association of Realtors.
Everyone in Topanga knows
Bill as the good guy in all of
Malibu and Topanga. He is also
the vacant land expert in addition
to being an excellent realtor
selling homes and taking care of
his clients.
Evidently his peers in all of
Malibu and Topanga think so
much of “Our Boy Bill” that he was
elected President of the Malibu
Association of Realtors. His longterm association with Pritchett
Rapf, which has a 65-year history
of local real estate service, seems
a perfect fit. As longtime Director
of the California Association of
REALTORS® (CAR ), Bowling
has been appointed to serve as
Chair of Region 17, covering the
membership areas from Beverly
Hills to Malibu.

Chuck Quigley walks the fire road behind Trippet Ranch almost every day. Neighbor,
Lynn Whitley, captured this photo of him on his 92nd birthday showing off his allterrain walker.

Active in environmental
affairs, Bowling is a founding
member
of
the
Malibu
REALTORS® Charitable Fund
and founded ACME (Aerospace
Contamination Museum of
Education) that went on to
receive the 2009 City of Calabasas
Environmental Excellence Award.
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OPINION
Give Teachers The Gift of Time
By Amy K. Weisberg

W

hen I first started teaching,
I spent hours after my
students left preparing lessons,
cleaning my classroom, and setting
up for the next day of class. As I
got older and had a family of my
own, I had to find the balance in
my life that would allow me to be
an effective educator, mother, and
wife. I learned strategies about
time and classroom management
and had many discussions with
other teachers about balancing the
demands of our teaching careers
and home lives. For many educators,
that balance continues to be elusive
as are the ways to maintain our
mental health, physical health, and
our commitments to both our own
families and our school families.
Teachers need time to collaborate,
plan, learn, grow as educators, and
take care of themselves so that we
can be our best for our students and
families. Without this dedicated
time, we risk losing some of our best
teachers due to the sheer exhaustion
of trying to keep all the balls in the
air as we juggle our responsibilities.
The best experience I have ever had
when given the gift of time was when
I was a part of the LAUSD School
Readiness Language Development
Program (SRLDP). The program
was designed for four-year-olds to
attend the year before kindergarten.
Its elements included a four-day
school week for the children,
parent participation, assistance of

a paraprofessional, and a budget
for materials and field trips. We
used Fridays for parent education
and professional development for
teachers and paraprofessionals. The
memory of this excellent program
and the training I received while in
it has kept me teaching for 42 years.
This year, we have an opportunity
to support teachers’ learning and
growth through $1.5 billion in
the Educator Effectiveness Funds
(EFFs) that the state has allocated
for professional development. Los
Angeles Unified School District has
been allocated $130 million of these
funds for professional development
in 2022. We should use this money
wisely to support the coaching and
mentoring of educators in order to
attract and retain teachers in the
profession. One way to accomplish

this is to take some of the excellent
ideas from SRLDP and other model
programs. With mentoring and
coaching organized around socialemotional learning, and supporting
learning communities for educators,
such as those I experienced in the
SRLDP program, to engage in a
meaningful classroom teaching
experience, we could create a
change in the current mindset. By
acknowledging the kind of school
culture we want to promote and the
values we want to support, we can
help teachers develop the ability
to work efficiently, improving the
quality of work while allowing for a
work-life balance.
We can also utilize the EFFs to
build out an expanded school year
that would include professional
development days sprinkled

throughout the school year. These
pupil-free professional learning
opportunities for teachers could
focus on areas that would support
them and allow for personal growth.
With districts, schools, and teachers
working together to determine the
needs of educators, a strong program
could be developed to meet their
needs by offering engaging, highquality professional development.
When we feel like we are respected
for our professional knowledge
and skills, we are more likely to get
excited about learning and growing
and staying in the profession.
By providing this gift of time for
teachers to pause and self-reflect,
develop new skills and learn ways to
continue a meaningful career while
having a rich, fulfilling personal life,
we will attract and retain teachers in
our profession.
While teaching in the SRLDP,
I remember how excited I was to
attend local district collaborations.
I felt proud to conduct education
classes for the parents in my class
and appreciated having the time
to plan my curriculum with my
colleague and paraprofessional. Let’s
use the strategies we already have
to reinvest in teachers by offering
support, respect, and time.
Amy K. Weisberg teaches
kindergarten at Topanga Elementary
Charter School in Topanga,
California. She is a 2021-2022 Teach
Plus California Policy Fellow.
#LAUSD and #TeachPlus

‘Mindwalk: The Screenplay’

S

ince its release in 1991,
Mindwalk has become a cult
classic film, showing not only in
theaters, but in college courses and
business seminars… and can be
viewed for free on YouTube!
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The film is based on “The
Turning Point” (1982) by Fritjof
Capra, the author of numerous
science books, including the
bestseller, “The Tao of Physics”
(1975). Fritjof ’s younger brother
Bernt Capra created the story for
the film and directed it.
Bernt lives in Topanga with his
daughter Michele, who was born
during the making of Mindwalk and
is named after its location, the tidal
island of Mont-Saint-Michel in
northern France. Bernt’s son, Pablo
Capra, founder of Brass Tacks Press
in Lower Topanga 2002, published
the book.
Lead characters are a physicist,
a politician, and a poet (played
by Liv Ullmann, Sam Waterston,
and John Heard), who enter into a
philosophical discussion patterned
after Galileo Galilei’s classic
“Dialogue on Two World Systems”
(1632). Social and environmental
concerns are at the heart of the
film, which proposes alternative
solutions based on Systems
Theory and insights into Quantum
Mechanics and Particle Physics.
Bernt Capra describes the
challenges of trying to bring this
heady subject matter to the screen.
“I come from a design back-
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From left, Fritjof Capra and his brother, Bernt Capra, authors of “Mindwalk.”

round and my next draft included
a lot of stage design... but that
didn’t hold up either, because at
the core of our story lies the fact
that the realities of modern physics
can no longer be visualized by any
human being. This is when I came
up with the name “Mindwalk”...
and the idea of having a lot of
dialogue. I didn’t mind that at all,
because a good dialogue is what
I really enjoy most in movies.
That’s when I get a true feeling of
discovery: I, the invisible observer,
stand right next to the people who
share their very personal thoughts
and feelings. That gives me the
sensation of seeing a piece of life

PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CAPRA FAMILY

By Floyd Byars, Bernt Capra
& Fritjof Capra with Scientific
Commentary by Fritjof Capra, a
Director’s Note by Bernt Capra,
and behind-the-scenes photos 108
pages, $13 Book, $6 Ebook (Brass
Tacks Press, 2021) Available at
brasstackspress.com

through somebody else’s eyes.
Action sequences, even great ones,
never turn me on like this...”
Upon Mindwalk’s release, Daily
Variety magazine called it “An
extraordinary piece of renegade
filmmaking.” American Movie
Classics said, “Mindwalk is a must
for every thoughtful, intelligent,
well-educated person. A total 10.”
Bursting with poetic insights
and ideas for how to change the
world, Mindwalk still points to
the future 30 years later. The book
format invites deeper study, and is
enhanced with behind-the-scenes
photos and scientific commentary.
by Fritjof Capra.

news
Sen. Stern Pushes Plan to Close Aliso Canyon in 2023
Sen. Henry Stern (D-Los Angeles) stood
with community advocates to roll out
a road map to close the Aliso Canyon
Natural Gas Storage facility.
As the California Public Utilities Commission
(CPUC )contemplates the “feasibility” of closing
Aliso Canyon as late as 2035, pursuant to a law
(SB 380) Stern helped write back in 2015, the
two-term State Senator for the San Fernando
Valley pledged to introduce new follow-on
legislation to push the State Legislature and
CPUC to adopt a plan to replace the troubled
gas field with clean energy to expedite closure
next year.
“We cannot wait another decade or more
to close Aliso. This is our home. We can close
Aliso and in the process reduce the impacts of
burning gas for energy across LA. This plan
will actually create more union jobs locally than
the status quo and make customers’ bills more
predictable and affordable,” said Senator Stern.
Stern’s plan is still in development but covers
four primary areas:
Ramping up local clean energy generation
and storage.
Reducing demand for natural gas, including
efficiency measures and replacement of leaky
furnaces and water heaters with new heat pumps
and tankless water heaters that can also serve
a dual purpose of improving cooling during
extreme heat events.
Establish a reliability plan for extreme
weather events by targeting solutions that meet
the needs for just a few days of extreme weather

through smart planning and coordination
between the California Independent Systems
Operator, the Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power, Southern California Edison, and
other large local gas users.
Uplift and expand union jobs through
the deployment of additional gigawatts of
clean energy generation, energy storage, and
transmission. Installing new heaters in homes
will create thousands of good union jobs.
Stern’s bill, SB 1477 from 2018, established
two programs: the Technology and Equipment
for Clean Heating (TECH) and the Building
Initiative for Low-Emissions Development.
Both programs launched this year to provide
incentives for low-emission space and water
heating equipment for new and existing
buildings.
More details of the roadmap and the
opportunity to help with Stern’s push are
available at www.senatorhenrystern.org.
Stern continued, “Even though I vehemently
disagree with the recent decision to allow
SoCalGas to pressurize the field with more
gas before a proper seismic review has been
completed, said Stern, “I believe the California
Public Utilities Commission wants to do the
right thing here and heed Governor Newsom’s
promise. But they need help assembling a plan
that may exceed their scope of authority.
We’ll need the county, the city, the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power,
Southern California Edison, and other arms
of state government like the California Energy
Commission, the Labor and Workforce
Development Agency, environmental justice
and consumer groups and others on board to

make this work.”
On October 23, 2015 a gas leak that started
from well SS-25 at the SoCal Gas Aliso Canyon
natural gas storage facility became the largest
known leak of methane in our country’s
history. In the final analysis, it released more
than 100,000 metric tons of methane, a potent
greenhouse gas. By the time the well was sealed
in February 2016, accompanying toxic and
noxious chemical species had spewed into the
atmosphere.
The blow-out resulted in nearby public
schools closing during the leak to protect the
children and staff while literally thousands of
people in the surrounding communities had to
temporarily move during the leak to protect their
health from this pollution. Even worse, some
people were forced ultimately to permanently
relocate due to ongoing health issues caused by
the incident.
“The California Public Utility Commission
has ignored numerous directives to shut down
the Aliso Canyon gas storage facility,” Food &
Water Watch’s California Director Alexandra
Nagy said in response to the announcement.
“Community members still suffer daily from the
health impacts of poisonous gases released into
their neighborhoods then and now. Every day
of inaction by the CPUC is a denial of justice
and healing for these communities. Nothing
other than the immediate closure of Aliso
Canyon will prove the Commission’s respect
and commitment to the well being and safety of
their constituents.”
If necessary, legislation addressing the
closure will be introduced when the Legislature
returns in January

Topanga Skyline $1,699,000
IN ESCROW

TRUE
PRIVATE
SANCTUARY.
Unique, unlimited opportunity.
Family Compound with street to
street access. Vintage Topanga home
with Two Separate Guest Houses
spread over four lots, large flat pads,
56,000 square feet (1.29 acres),
in quiet, private, Topanga Skyline
neighborhood. Unobstructed views
south to majestic Saddle Peak. Main
house, two bedrooms, plus office,
with natural stone fireplace, wood
floors, and south facing deck reflects
a true mid-century charm. Kitchen
opens into a fully fenced back yard,
perfect for morning tea, vegetable
gardens, and play area.

1250 Will Geer Rd. $2,995,000
Beautiful Contemporary home located
on almost 9 acres in Topanga’s
exclusive Mesa neighborhood. This
light infused 3 bedroom, 4.5 bath
home features bamboo floors, French
doors, and high ceilings throughout.
The kitchen contains a large center
island, Granite countertops and
stainless appliances. The ground
floor master has a large walk in
closet, spa like bath with dual sinks,
over size shower, jetted tub and
granite counters. The other two onsuite bedrooms are located upstairs
with panoramic views of the State
Park and Saddlepeak.

Lisa Saver
CalBre Lic.#01203202

310.455.2540
Mobile 310.804.8607
TopangaHomesOnline.com

NEW LISTING

Sotheby’s International Realt y and the Sotheby’s
International Realty logo are registered (or unregistered)
service marks used with permission. Operated by Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc. If your property is listed with a
real estate broker, please disregard. It is not our intention to
solicit the offerings of other real estate brokers. We are happy
to work with them and cooperate fully.
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MONIKA DEVIAT PHOTOGRAPHY

ENVIRONMENT

The Milky Way over Waterton, Canada, taken from Waterton Lakes National Park (an International Dark Sky Park)

The Night Sky Belongs to You
By Ruskin Hartley (rhartley@darksky.org)

T

here is something magical about seeing
the International Space Station (ISS)
fly overhead. For a moment, it is among the
brightest objects in the sky as it orbits the
earth every 93 minutes. A few weeks ago,
my youngest son and I viewed it bright and
low on the horizon. The experience was
memorable because there is only one ISS,
and it tells a remarkable story of international
cooperation.
But all of this is about to change. According
to recent studies, soon, 1 in 15 points of light
in the sky will be a satellite. In 2019, there
were 2,500 satellites in orbit. In comparison,
by 2030, there may be as many as 100,000
orbiting the earth. These include the tens
of thousands of communication satellites
planned to connect most of our world with
high-speed internet.
Although satellites promise global
connectivity, it is not without environmental
impacts.
Satellites cause light pollution by reflecting
sunlight down to earth at night, posing a
substantial threat to the study of the cosmos
and the visual enjoyment of the night sky. The
cumulative impact of reflection from thousands
of satellites, and the associated debris, may
increase the night sky’s brightness by up to 250%
and half of all stars would become invisible. The
impacts on bird migration and entire ecosystems
are foreseeable.
Whose sky is it anyway?
No treaty or law limits the brightness
of satellites. To date, there has been no
comprehensive review of the impacts of the
proliferation of satellite swarms on space
debris, radio-frequency interference, orbital
collisions, or the environmental fallout in the
upper atmosphere as satellites burn up. Some
have called the satellite rush the new wild
west or the next colonial frontier.
The International Dark-Sky Association
(IDA) staff and volunteers bring attention to
these issues, studying these aberrations and
advocating for sound legislation to regulate
the night sky. We are not opposed to satellites.
We use them every day in our work but we are
deeply concerned that the impact on the night
sky, and the Earth, will be profound unless we
promote practical principles to protect it.
At IDA, we believe the night sky belongs
to every living thing. No single individual or
company should be allowed to despoil it for
all. That is why IDA is leading the charge in
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A composite image of 40 Starlink satellites by James Billings (Facebook: facebook.com/
JamesBillingsPhoto, Instagram: @james_billings)

calling for an immediate pause in launches
to allow time for a thorough assessment and
meaningful consultation. Take a few minutes
to learn more about this fast-emerging issue
by visiting darksky.org/new-satellite-study/
Dark-Sky Association, All rights reserved.
Protecting the Night
IDA is the authoritative voice on light
pollution and educates lighting designers,
manufacturers, technical committees and the
public about controlling light pollution. We
recognize that the best way to accomplish our
goal of protecting and restoring our natural
night environment is through the promotion
of quality outdoor lighting. To achieve this,
we developed the Fixture Seal of Approval
program to provide objective, third-party
certification for lighting that minimizes glare,
reduces light trespass and doesn’t pollute the
night sky. Here are some steps people can take
to help reduce light pollution at home.
Assess the lighting around your home.
Poor lighting not only creates glare and light
pollution but also wastes enormous amounts
of energy and money. Take a few moments to
inspect your property for inefficient, poorly
installed, and unnecessary outdoor lighting.
Learn how by visiting our Residential/
Business Lighting page.
Use dark sky friendly lighting at your home
and business. Look for the (IDA) Fixture
Seal Of Approval on any outdoor lighting
you purchase. IDA maintains a searchable
database of lighting products certified to

minimize glare, light trespass, and skyglow.
These products are recommended when
replacing outdated or inappropriate lighting
fixtures.
Become a citizen scientist. Be part of a
global community that is helping scientists
measure and study light pollution. There are
several ways to help. No experience necessary!
Visit an International Dark Sky Place!
IDA’s Dark Sky Places program recognizes
locations with exceptionally dark skies and
local efforts to keep them that way. Many of
these places are state or national parks. By
visiting these locations your tourism dollars
help sustain and protect these rare and fragile
locales for the benefit of future generations.
Find a Dark Sky Place.
Join IDA’s Advocate Network, a global
community united in its efforts to protect
the night from light pollution. Check out the
work of some of our advocates, see a map of
advocates around the world, and submit your
interest in joining here.
Unveil the Night campaign! Your support
ensures that IDA has a seat at the table when
scientific studies about light pollution, satellite
swarm regulations, and other policies are being
discussed, enacted, and implemented. Together
we will continue to be a clear voice to protect the
night from light pollution. Until December 31st,
a small number of generous IDA supporters
will match the first $100,000 in gifts. Please join
them today tohelp reach our end-of-year goal.
https://darksky.salsalabs.org/unveilthenight/
index.html

TRAVEL
Wildlife Jamboree
on the Central Coast
By Linda Ballou

W

PHOTO BY LINDA BALLOU

View of Morro Rock, a volcanic plug in Morro Bay, California, on the Pacific Coast at the entrance
to Morro Bay harbor. A causeway connects it with the shore, making it a tied island. The rock is
protected as the Morro Rock State Preserve. (Wikipedia).

IMAGE COURTESY OF CENTRAL COAST OUTDOORS.

inter on the Central Coasts means fewer
tourists and plentiful wildlife. Birds
and marine mammals gather there in chaotic
profusion from December to February.
Every year, hundreds of birders flock to the
sleepy fishing town of Morro Bay on California’s
Central Coast to take part in the Audubon
Birding Fest. The Pacific’s saltwater mixed with
the freshwater of streams flowing in the largest
estuary on the west coast results in a nutrientrich brew for thousands of birds. The charm of
the rust-colored, reed-choked estuary is subtle,
but upon closer inspection, you will find its
beauty undeniable.
During the birding fest that takes place
on Martin Luther King weekend, there are
140 different activities to match every level of
enthusiasm. Be you a wild-eyed birder frantically
checking off your life list, or a casual nature lover
who just likes to add another dimension to their
walks, there are activities for you. On “The Big
Day,” birders are ferried around to birding hot
spots in the region and often garner as many as
100 species to their lists. In the “Little Sit,” those
who don’t hike can enjoy the covered 4th Street
Audubon Lookout overlooking the estuary for
a couple of hours and observe whoever appears
on the scene during that time. More than 50
species can be spotted with this very comfortable
option. A list of birding hot spots and activities
during the fest are on the Audubon website
(morrocoastaudubon.org).
The absolute best way to see animals and
birds up close without disturbing them is in a
soundless kayak. For those who can’t slip into
a kayak, electric boats in the main harbor are
available. If you only have one day to explore the
estuary, do it with Virginia or John Flaherty of
Central Coast Outdoors (centralcoastoutdoors.
com). They have an encyclopedic knowledge
of the birds and marine life and love to share
information with guests on their tours. They
also offer hiking and biking tours.
At
the
Elephant
Seal
rookery
(visitsansimeonca.com/what-to-do/elephantseals-san-simeon), three miles north of Hearst
Castle on Hwy 1, immense waves crash against
the black volcanic rock on this wild stretch of
beach. An ear-piercing pandemonium had
set in the day I arrived in late January. Each
year from December to February, thousands
of elephant seals haul onshore to birth their
young. Friends of the Elephant Seals have built
a boardwalk that allows viewing of the blubbery
matrons and their helpless offspring. A King
tide was thundering onto the shore, taking
out the beach and stressing the females. Their
babies cannot yet swim. It takes them six weeks
to gather enough strength and bulk to enter the
sea and fend for themselves. At that point, their
mothers, having lost thousands of pounds in the
process of bringing them into the world, return
to the ocean depths to feed. They will return
in the summer to molt and rest up for the next
round.
If you want to see these behemoths playing
in tide pools, go to the parking lot about 100
yards north of the main event and take a stroll
on the bluffs. This pleasant meander through
grasslands is part of the California Coastal Trail.
Each winter, whales make the longest
migrations of any mammal on earth from the
chill waters of Alaska to Baja California.

According to the Audubon app, godwits are shorebirds, much like curlews only their bills don’t curve
as much.

GOOGLE IMAGES

Mama holds on tight to big baby otter.

They rely on ancient knowledge to
guide through treacherous seas. Today their
challenges are greater than ever from congested,
noisy shipping lanes, to pollutants and plastic in
our oceans. The creation of the Whale Trail with
more than sixty designated viewing sites on
the Pacific Coast is an attempt to bring greater
sensitivity to the needs of the largest and oldest
creatures on our planet to survive.
Six viewing sites have been identified on the
Central Coast of California (thewhaletrail.org/
regions/california/) in San Simeon; Moonstone
Beach in Cambria, the pier at Cayucos; the
bluff trail in Montana de Oro State Park; the
Avila Pier, and at the Oceano Dunes Overlook
at Grand Avenue. At each site, placards display
what types of marine mammals people should
expect to see from that vantage point and signs
that will help you spot whale spouts.

One of my favorite stops is at the T Pier on
the East end of the Embarcadero in Morro Bay.
There is an otter nursery (outdoorproject.com)
there where female otters can be seen floating
with their newborn on their bellies. Nothing
cuter than watching them crack open mussels
and clams to stuff their whiskery faces. Nearby
are numerous eateries overlooking the harbor
where barking sea lions haul up for a snooze on
the boat slips.
A road trip on the Central Coast during
winter garners unforgettable sightings of bird
and marine mammals. Suck in the tangy sea
air and feel the charging energy of crashing
waves on the many trails tracing the coastline
preserved for all of us to enjoy. I have more tips
for you in my book, “Lost Angel in Paradise,”
where I share 32 of my favorite day trips from
Malibu to Mendocino.
Linda Ballou is a well published, award-winning
author in fiction and non-fiction. She is the
Adventure Travel Expert for the National
Association of Baby Boomer Women. Her
explorations take readers from Alaska, her
homeland, to New Zealand and many parts of
the Wild West of North America
Find a host of articles and information about her
travel books on her site LostAngelAdventures.
com. For more about her novels and media
offerings go to LindaBallouauthor.com.
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ALL THINGS CONNECTED
Christmas—The More Things Change…
By Paula LaBrot

Homegrown and the other local stores, see your
neighbors, get a hug and feel the Christmas spirit.
Just sayin’...

C

hristmas 2021 is here! This wonderful
holiday has been celebrated around the
world for hundreds and hundreds of years.
Throughout those years, Christmas has evolved
in its preparation and practices. Well, you just
can’t expect things to stay the same for over two
millennia!
Technology has been a big part of changes in
Christmas traditions. Computers and the internet
have transformed this holiday season, changing
how we communicate our good wishes to each
other and how we gift our family and friends.
Techengage.com reports, “Some would argue these
changes are for the better, while others may say
that it is leading to a loss of tradition. Regardless
of your views, there is no escaping the fact that
these changes have taken place.”
Evolution of Christmas Cards
Early Christmas cards in England were beautiful,
handmade works of art that were often the
Christmas gift itself. They were made with
dried flowers, lovely drawings of fairies, flowers,
ribbons or other natural things like shells, leaves
and pretty stones. They were usually delivered in
person.
The first commercially available card was
designed by John Callcott Horsley in London in
1843. Stepping things up, Queen Victoria began
sending out published lithograph engravings
(hand tinted), setting a trend for her subjects
to follow. In the United States, Louis Prang, a
Prussian immigrant who settled in Boston, used
the advanced chromolithographic color printing
process to produce five million cards a year.
Annie Oakley created the first personalized
photo Christmas card in 1891. While traveling in
Glasgow, Scotland, Oakley had a photo of herself
in a tartan made especially for her. She wanted to
send Christmas wishes back to fans, friends and
family in the United States, and had a local printer
make up cards featuring the photo. How many
Christmas cards have you received this season
showing family photos? Today’s technology
makes it a “snap” to create and print up these very
personal cards. I have received more of these than
any other style of card this year.
Beyond the traditional Christmas card, social
media seems to be the millennial way to wish
friends and family holiday greetings via Facebook,
Twitter, Texts and digital Christmas cards. You can
buy e-cards to send over the internet, or you can
use software programs like Photoshop to make
your own creations. SmashUps’ personalized video
greetings allow users to send customized holiday
wishes featuring favorite celebrities, including
Santa himself (smashups.com). These digital
greetings save money in stamps, can be delivered
instantly and do not contribute to landfill trash.
But I’ll tell you, there is just something so special,
so savable, about the traditional cards, especially
the labors of love from the littles in our family. To
each his own…
Gift Giving—Shopping
The first Christmas presents were gold, incense
and myrhh brought to baby Jesus in Bethlehem
by the Three Wise Men. This was not a one-day
delivery! Those Wise Men brought the gifts in
person, by camel, following yonder star for quite a
while. No Amazon fulfillment centers back then.
When I was a child, you had to plan your gift
giving ahead of time. Stores were not open in the
evening, they closed at noon on Saturday and
were absolutely closed on Sunday, and this was
Chicago, a major metropolitan city! You wrapped
your own gifts, usually in the funny papers. You
delivered presents personally or stood in line at
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Still the Same…
Christmas lights have evolved from candles to
LED extravaganza light shows operated from
a cell phone. You can attend holiday parties on
Zoom and even worship in cyberspace. Oh, yes,
things have changed but let me share something
with you. The Christmas Spirit, that’s what stays
the same. Classic values of kindness, generosity,
compassion and love stay the same.
Every Christmas morning, I get up at
daybreak. I go out on my deck, and listen. I
hear the beautiful, quiet hush of Christmas. I
hear peace. It only lasts until 7 a.m. Then lovely
sounds of life rise up from the Canyon as children
discover Christmas morning, and I pray a very
old, traditional, unchanged prayer… Peace on
Earth, Good Will to All.
Vamos a ver!
WIKIMEDIA COMMONS

Annie Oakley, 1891, credited with creating the first
personal Christmas card.

the post office. Last-minute gifts cost a fortune to
send!
Aside from the presents in your stocking, there
were, usually, just one or two presents per child
left by Santa under the tree. About the highest
tech gift was an erector set. Today’s cornucopia of
gifts include computers, tablets, mobile phones,
digital cameras, robotic toys, drones, etc. (For
sure, not the coveted “official Red Ryder, carbine
action, 200-shot, range model air rifle” from the
1983 film, A Christmas Story.
Today, online shopping is a 24/7 experience
and has made picking out a gift and delivering
it possible without leaving your house. The
COVID-19 pandemic has catapulted an already
exploding cyber-shopping style into more the
norm than the 16% online shopping of the previrus year. Still, it’s so fun to poke around Topanga

Erector sets (IQ Toys Ferris Wheel Building Model) were precursors to high-tech toys like this robot, Meccanoid
G15KS, your wisecracking best friend with voice recognition capabilities.

RUDE INTERRUPTIONS
Now, Therefore Be It Resolved…
Columnist Joel Bellman, who
defines himself as a “shortterm pessimist but long-term
optimist,” declares Rescuing
Democracy as his New Year’s
Resolution.
by Joel Bellman

I

’ve never been a big fan of New
Year’s resolutions, even though
they’re a nice idea in theory. Who
doesn’t need a formal reason to adopt
an aggressive self-improvement
program, since most of us lack the
discipline to initiate or maintain one
on our own? But evidence suggests
the idea always founders in practice.
For one thing, various surveys
consistently show that resolutions
fail, and they fail quickly—usually
by the second or third week of
January, or if you’re extraordinarily
determined, you might last as long
the first or second week of February.
Some 80-90% of those polled fail to
keep their resolutions. For another,
most resolutions are disappointingly
prosaic, as well as unrealistic—lose a
bunch of weight, exercise a lot, make
more money, etc. Things that take
patience, discipline, and demand
some kind of strategy to carry out.
Well, pre-pandemic I worked out
at the gym 5-7 days a week for years,
and it’s currently a steady 3-4 days a
week of vigorous cardio alternating
with a circuit of strength-training
machines. I always watch what I eat.
I get enough sleep. I still barely lose
any weight. And as for making more
money, fuggeddaboutit…
So lacking both imagination
and willpower, we still struggle on,
insanely repeating the same behavior
every January yet always hoping for
a different result. But because I’m
unwilling to let go entirely of the idea
that we can improve ourselves, that
things can get better—and because
I’m a short-term pessimist but a
long-term optimist—I’m making a
different kind of resolution this year.
Not striving for another unrealistic
goal, but vowing to always and
consistently uphold a principle, the
most important one I know.
The principle is American
democracy, and it’s a journey, not a
destination; a process, not a result. The
American Constitution was drafted to
constrain government with checks and
balances, and a separation of powers
into three distinct branches—and to
liberate the people by protecting their
sovereign rights. These include certain
specifically enumerated rights like
freedom of speech, religion, and the
press, a right to keep and bear arms
(within some legislative and judicial
limits), to avoid self-incrimination
and cruel and unusual punishment,
and to get a fair and speedy trial. And
in the Ninth Amendment of the Bill
of Rights, even our “unenumerated”
rights not otherwise spelled out are
also protected (“the enumeration…of
certain rights shall not be construed
to deny or disparage others”), which
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in theory ought to further expand our
freedom.
What we have seen, however, is
exactly the opposite—a clear trend of
concerted legislative activity, driven
by a numerically small and politically
unrepresentative Republican minority,
to codify as widely as possible the
actual denial and disparagement of any
rights that would threaten the existing
power structure. And so, after 48 years,
it looks like women are about to lose
their constitutional right under Roe v.
Wade to terminate their pregnancies.
The Brennan Center For Justice, a
nonpartisan law and policy institute at
the NYU School of Law, reported in
October that this year, 19 states have
enacted 33 laws aimed at interfering
with people’s right to vote. And the
Center minced no words about their
motives:
“The 2020 federal election drew the
United States’ highest voter turnout in
more than a century, breaking records
despite the COVID-19 pandemic
and efforts to undermine the election
process with the Big Lie of a stolen
election.
“In a backlash to this historic voter
participation, many state lawmakers
have proposed and enacted
legislation to make it harder for
Americans to vote, justifying these
measures with falsehoods steeped in
racism about election irregularities
and breaches of election security.”
The report does note that while
25 states have also enacted 62 laws
aimed at making it easier to vote, the
comparison is misleading: in states
where voting was already hard, it
got harder, and where it was already
relatively easy, it got easier still, a
net loss for wider democratic voting
participation. Now consider this:
according to an early analysis by a pair
of University of Chicago researchers
of those arrested in the January 6
insurrection, they were 94% White,
86% male, 85% employed, and more
than half came from counties where
Trump had lost to Biden, counties
that were more racially mixed with
higher unemployment.
A classic case of what author
Barbara Ehrenreich way back in

1989 called “fear of falling”—out of
political power, out of the middle
class, out of cultural relevance. And to
put it starkly, the empire of the fearful
white patriarchy is striking back, and
they mean to cling to their power,
as the saying goes,“by any means
necessary”—restrictive laws, courts
stripping away our rights, violent
insurrection, and a relentless rightwing media propaganda barrage of
Orwellian proportions.
I asked myself the old JFK question:
“What can I do for my country?”
And so to my resolution:
“Participatory democracy, civil

rights, social and economic justice,
and responsible stewardship of our
global environment are under a
sustained and virtually unprecedented
multi-pronged assault from those
conspiring to maintain their political
and economic control at any cost.
I hereby resolve to rededicate
myself to promoting, protecting, and
advancing democracy and wider
political participation—in writing and
working, in debate and discussion, in
teaching and advocating, in voting
and volunteering.”
Now what are you prepared to do
to rescue our democracy?
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Astrology
Happy New Year! We’re Off to a Good Start…Honest!
By Kait Leonard

G

et ready to sing Auld Lang Syne and stick
noise-makers in our mouths because
January 2022 welcomes in a truly new energy.
It’s been a heavy couple of years. But take
heart. The energy will lighten as January
gives us permission to come in from
the heated public space to take care
of our personal concerns. In addition,
we have two New Moons this month,
bringing us support for double the new
possibilities. Finally, the nodes of the
Moon are changing signs, ushering in
a new cosmic period.
As Saturn, the planet of the
status quo, and Uranus, the planet of
revolution, hang up their swords for a
while, the energy of revolution calms
down. In addition, we’re out of eclipse
season, which means the profound
changes they bring are already known
to us. We can now take some time to
make sense of everything we’ve been
through and incorporate the resulting
lessons into our lives.
To begin to understand where
change will occur, let’s start with the
New Moon in Capricorn on January
2nd. (Look at your birth chart to see
where this falls in your life. Birth charts
can be found free online.) Capricorn is
the sign of hard work and discipline. It’s
also the sign of reaching great heights.
Consider what you want to work on and
set your goal. Aim high, but remember
that Capricorn doesn’t give gifts, but he
does reward hard work. Use the time of
the New Moon to set an intention, then
roll up your sleeves and dig in.
Our second New Moon shines on January
31st in Aquarius, the sign of friendship and
humanitarian causes. We’ve been through
some dark times, but now it’s time to emerge
into the light and consider the new world we
want to inhabit. What do we want friendships

to look like? What visionary causes do we
want to be a part of? Set those intentions on
the 31st. There’s a new world possible. Find
your tribe and make it so!
The Moon will be full on January 17th
in nurturing Cancer. This is a powerful
event because the Moon rules Cancer, so

she is at home and ready to support you in
very motherly ways. But Full Moons also
bring completion. Are you ready to forgive
someone? Maybe yourself? Is it time to let
go of old drama or take the final steps to
let old wounds heal? This Full Moon will
encourage and protect us through these

emotional events.
Also related to the Moon is the big karmic
shift of the Nodes changing signs. On January
18th the North Node moves into stubborn,
loyal, practical Taurus and the South Node
moves into intense, private, brooding Scorpio.
They will stay in these signs for the next 18
months, and during this time we’ll be
forced to work on the areas where they
appear in our charts. We’ll move toward
lives that are more comfortable and
practical and away from the intensely
emotional. But beware. Karmic letting
go doesn’t always happen gently. All
those private matters you’ve kept
buried away. Yes those! You’ll be forced
to let them surface and address them,
but the payoff will be worth it.
And just to keep us on our toes,
Mercury and Venus will both be
retrograde. Mercury reverses course
on January 14th and turns direct on
February 4th. The messenger planet
will move backward through Aquarius,
the sign of friendship and humanitarian
causes, and back into Capricorn, the
sign of ambition and hard work. Expect
complications and miscommunications
but also opportunities to reconsider
and fine-tune previous decisions
about friendships and how you
want to serve humanity. Venus
turned retrograde in December
and continues backwards through
Capricorn until January 29th. It’s time
to rethink relationships and plans
involving money or beautification
projects. Capricorn supports us in
making the adjustments necessary,
so that when Venus goes direct, we can enact
plans built on solid foundations.
It’s been a rough couple of years primarily
because of the hostility between Saturn and
Uranus, but the times truly are changing.
I know I’m ready to “take a cup o’ kindness”
and enter 2022. Happy New Year!

Arts
‘The Drone Music Festival’
By Pablo Capra
Artist James Mathers has been making
Topanga ridiculously wonderful for
decades. He was one of the ten “Idlers of
the Bamboo Grove” (2002) who published
the Lower Topanga poetry anthology; he
authored “The Children’s Guide to Astral
Projection” (2003); and exhibited large
metaphysical paintings in the post office
from 2009 to 2013.
His latest madcap idea was the “Up
the Drone” music festival at Corazon
Performing Arts, from December 1st at
9:00 a.m. to December 5th at midnight.
The five-day festival didn’t focus on
one genre, but invited musicians (many
spontaneously) who create in the most
psychedelic, ambient, and sacred realms.
For 111 hours, the Topanga Center
heard distortion, sound baths, chanting,
didgeridoos, throat singers, and just
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plain noise.
Headliners included Trancefarmers,
Illustrious Ancestors, Nanny Cantaloupe,
Memories from the Future, Ariel Pink,
Astro Gong Yoga, Lord Blobbie, Sgt. Leper,
Norton Wisdom, and Vikain.
Outside the all-day-and-nightclub,
Mathers greeted guests while folding the
festival’s comic-book program and screenprinting T-shirts with the festival’s logo,
droning lines topped off by tree branches.
You couldn’t dance to the music, and
you couldn’t sing along to the chorus, but
participants nevertheless felt united by a
bigger meaning. Mathers summarized it like
this: “The Drone is Big. The Drone is Long,
stretching back beyond Brian Eno, beyond
the Gregorians, or even our aboriginal
ancestors, beyond nature, whale song,
wind and ice, beyond even the songs of the
planets and stars. It is emergent worldwide
as a vehicle to express the inexpressible.”
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Left: Astro.Gong.Yoga
is a sound healing
and yoga studio
with an astrologyinformed approach.
astrogongyoga.com
Below: When James
Mathers was not greeting
guests, he was folding the
comic-book programs or
screen-printing T-shirts
with the festival’s logo of
droning lines topped off
by tree branches.

Passages
John V. Starcevich—1936-2021

F
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Topanga Realtor Tanya Starcevich (l) and Dr. Lara Starcevich (r) in a shared
moment with their father.

in their 20s. She was sitting next
to her sister Valerie on the beach
when he spotted her beautiful
legs. He asked her if “this seat was
taken,” and the rest was history.
After June died, he bravely took
on the role of both breadwinner
and father, boldly leaving Canada
because June had urged him to
keep pursuing his career.
When he later married Jovanka,
a Serbian playwright and medical
doctor, his oldest friend, Paddy
Bell, said she would make his
mother happy because Jovanka was
a fellow Yugoslav. Together, they
continued to raise John’s daughters,
while collaborating on Jovanka’s
plays in Los Angeles, New York,
and London.
Both onstage and off, Stark
loved to entertain. In his Stephen
Leacock show, Stark tells the story
of when Leacock almost killed
someone with laughter. Dressed up
in cap and gown like the professor,
Stark (as Leacock) describes how
the audience is afraid to laugh after
a man is carried out on a stretcher,
at which point he’d say, “My aim
was now to kill another one of
them…[pregnant pause]...and they
knew it.”
Even if it was only one person like
a cabdriver, his primary objective
was to get a smile out of you. He
might break the ice with “Have you
seen my show? An Evening with
Stephen Leacock? Check it out on
my website, JohnStarkProductions.
com. Did you know that Leacock
was a famous humorist? Canada’s
Mark Twain. He’d say, “My fee for
a lecture is quite reasonable. I find
out how much money you’ve got
and I promise never to charge a
cent more.”
If there was a guitar nearby, he’d
be playing “Worried Man Blues.”
If the moment called for a more
philosophical outlook, he’d be
quoting Thomas Aquinas’ “Summa
Theologica,” or preaching his
own philosophy: “The beginning
of existence can be traced to the

first cause which is God, and the
essence of God is existence. God
has no past or future. God is the
eternal present.”
John Starcevich was a unique
character. He wrote his own story,
performed it, and as long as it
earned him a laugh, he was content.
By the end, he had collected a
smorgasbord of homemade (and
borrowed) punny delights to suit
any occasion, like:
“If you haven’t paid your dollar

as you came in, please do so as you
pass out.”
Or, “Sorry to see you go, here’s
your hat.”
“Sleep tight… I mean, sleep
sober.”
“If I don’t see you in the spring,
I’ll see you in the mattress.”
If you asked him, “How are
you doing?” he’d say, “I’m doing
without.”
And then, sometimes he’d say,
“Guess what? I quit smoking! Yup!
I ran into the shower.”
In his last few sweet months, our
dad—John V. Starcevich—called
everyone a LOT. He was an actor
who needed an audience but he also
just loved people. Often, when he
ran out of things to say, he’d proudly
announce in his booming voice:
JOHN V. STARCEVICH!!!!!!!! And
then hang up the phone. That was
our dad, to a “T.” Or rather, a “V.”
If you were one of the lucky ones to
be on his call list, your phone won’t
be ringing now but just know that
he’s still working on his next film!
The curtain may have closed
here on Earth, but it remains open
to all the people John V. Starcevich
hopes to join him in the wings of
his Maker.
Adios, Daddios,
Dr. Lara E. Starcevich
Tanya Starcevich, Realtor

Jennifer deSpain,
CPA, CFP®

Business/Personal Tax &
Financial Services
Tel. 818.883.4800

Photo by Miriam Geer.

inal Curtain for Stark’s “OneMan Show”
John Starcevich, also known as
John Stark, was a Canadian actor,
director, and film producer, who
started his own theatre company
in Vancouver in the 1960s. Early
on, his production of Eugene
O”Neill”s play, The Iceman Cometh,
earned him national recognition.
Beginning in the 1970s, his oneman show, An Evening with Stephen
Leacock, toured internationally
and was recorded by RCA at the
National Arts Center in Ottawa,
while also airing on CBC, PBS,
and Channel 4. He received a Juno
Award nomination for Comedy
Album of the Year in 1982.
He was involved in more than
forty productions in Canada,
the U.S., and England, including
Sons of Freedom, a historical
screenplay based on the lives of the
Doukhobors, or “Spirit Wrestlers,”
a group of Russian emigres who
fled Canada to escape religious
persecution; Chekhov and Maria
(written by his wife, Jovanka Bach),
an award-winning feature film that
aired on PBS, Russian television,
and Super Channel Canada; and
Me Myself And I, by Himself, an
autobiographical one-man show;
A Play on Words about a college
professor who faces the challenge
of her life; and his most recent
work, The Death of Angelique Vitry,
a gripping story of the British vs.
French during the struggle for
possession of Canada.
In the 1970s, he traveled to
the former Yugoslavia to obtain
Miroslav Krleza’s permission to
translate and adapt his works.
Krleza, widely considered to be
Croatia’s greatest writer of the
20th century, granted it to Stark
who then translated his “Family
Glembay” trilogy, as well as “In
Agony,” both staged by Stark in
Los Angeles, Canada, and offBroadway, New York.
John V. Starcevich was born
and raised in Rossland, British
Columbia, Canada. He was the
son of John and Vera Starcevich,
but since most school kids
mispronounced his name, they’d
called him “Son of a Bitch” instead.
That was one of the first jokes
you’d ever hear from Stark, and like
most of his jokes, he’d be the first
one to laugh. Like the inimitable
pattern of swirls in his signature
or fingerprint, laughing at his own
jokes was just part of his lifelong
one-man show.
“V” stood for Valentine and he
was a hero and a heartbreaker to
many. Born in 1936 on Valentine’s
Day, Johnny radiated love. He was
struck by cupid twice: once with
June Stone who passed away in
1977 to cancer, and later to Jovanka
Bach, who also had cancer and
passed in 2006.
As he loved to recall, John met
June in Vancouver when they were
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Passages
Arthur H. Nissman—May 11, 1938-November 28, 2021

A

rthur Nissman, longtime
Topanga resident, passed away
peacefully on November 28, at age 83.
An only child, Arthur was born was
born to Max L. and Mina Nissman
in Brooklyn, NY. Graduating from
Stuyvesant High School at age 16,
he attended Dartmouth College.
After college, he entered the world
of advertising in New York City,
becoming an account executive with
Doyle Dane Bernbach. In 1966, he
moved to L.A. to join the Carson/
Roberts ad agency as an account
executive for Mattel. When C/R
merged with Ogilvy & Mather in
1971, he continued with O&M, and
in 1974, “hung up his suit” and moved
over to the creative department,
writing campaigns for myriad clients
including Korean Airlines.
Subsequently, Arthur and two
partners formed Poindexter Osaki
Nissman (PON), where he served
as the co-creative and marketing
director for the agency’s portfolio,
including the LA Zoo. Ten years
later, PON was sold, and Arthur
joined Arcs Commercial Mortgage
in Calabasas where his unorthodox
approach in the traditionally staid
field of financial advertising “put us

on the map,” in the words of the firm’s
former CEO Howard Levine. In
2010, he retired from the corporate
world, and became more active in the
civic and cultural life of his Topanga
village community, where he had
lived since 1975.
In 1977, Arthur met advertising
copywriter Susan Petrulas, who
became his wife, and their long
and happy union produced two
wonderful children, Zoe and Max.
In Arthur’s world there were no
strangers, only friends he had not
yet met. As a transplanted New
Yorker, moving to sprawling L.A.
of the mid-’60s, he brought his
local “village” ethos with him—
the butcher, baker, barber, barista,
the best deli and sushi—he knew
them all, and in Topanga he truly
found his left coast “village” for
life. He loved the Canyon for its
neighborliness, natural beauty, the
community’s independent “can-do”
spirit, its rugged features, dramatic
mountains, its wild creatures, its
shared commitment to defend and
protect the environment for all.
He was interested in everything
and
everyone,
devoting
his
boundless energy to so much of what

made Topanga a community: Co-op
pre-school volunteer, building the
community ball field, dishing up
the food at the Cowboy Breakfast he
established for the annual Topanga
Days Memorial Day Fair, serving on
many non-profit boards, the Topanga
Community Center, the Topanga
Symphony, Arson Watch, active with
CERT, T-CEP Disaster Radio Team,
volunteering at the Topanga Friends
of the Library bookstore, serving
on the Malibu Jewish Center &
Synagogue Board and helping bring
a Havara and Hebrew & Heritage
classes to Topanga in the 1980s, and
volunteering over decades for his

favorite charity, Los Angeles Bassett
Hound Rescue.
Arthur loved to travel, throughout
California camping in the High
Sierras with his family, frequenting
the Central Coast, adventuring off
beaten paths wherever he was, not to
mention annual family trips to New
York, and in later years, globetrotting
off to the Bahamas, Sicily, Greece,
and South Africa, where he fell in
love with warthogs. A wizard in
the kitchen, he gifted friends and
colleagues with his handmade
“Arturo’s Topanga Kitchen” label of
jams, sauerkraut, pickles, peppers,
and sauces.
He was a mensch of the highest
order, and will be deeply missed by
his wife, Susan, their children, Zoe
and Max, his son Peter Lindenauer
from a prior marriage, cousins Harry
and Leigh Witchel, and his many
friends and neighbors in the Topanga
community.
In lieu of flowers, his family
suggests a donation in his memory
to the Topanga Community Center
(TCC), topangacommunitycenter.
org; bassethoundrescue.org; or the
Santa Monica Mountains Fund,
samofund.org.
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Old Topanga Canyon Blvd. 3 Bed | 2 Bath $1,099,000
Kirsten Bohman & Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 403-4818

Greenleaf Canyon
3 Bed | 2 Bath
William Preston Bowling - (310) 428-5085

$999,000

This ideally situated Old Topanga A-frame gives you that Topanga
treehouse feel, being only a few minutes from the center of town and
the amazing sense of community that Topanga has to offer.

Over 11 Acres of Privacy in this Gated Greenleaf Canyon Estate. 4
Separate Assessor Parcel Numbers allows you to be creative and
expand Your Compound outside of the original footprint.

Old Topanga Canyon Blvd. 3 Bed | 2 Bath $5,000,000
Chryssa Lightheart & Devon R. Stiteler - (310) 663-3696

Stites Drive
4 Bed | 4 Bath
Chryssa Lightheart - (310) 663-3696

Perfect combo of country living and business opportunity. Topanga’s original gem,
this was one of the original homes in this corner of the canyon. Since 2005, it has
hosted a successful private facility offering dog training, boarding, and daycare.

Stunning 4-bedroom with abundant sunshine in Fernwood. Complete with vaulted
ceilings, tropical hardwood decks, and gorgeous French doors opening out to
parkland canyon views. An entertaining paradise nearby peaceful mountain trails.

$1,950,000

FOR LEASE
Supi Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$675,000

Liberty Lane

3 Bed | 2 Bath

$5,700/mo, unf.

Chryssa Lightheart & Devon R. Stiteler - (310) 663-3696

Christine Kapetan & William P. Bowling - (310) 804-8336

From the custom porch enter into the loveliness of high ceilings, a bright and open
concept living room with tons of natural light. Spacious kitchen with lots of cabinets,
countertop space. Fireplace. Gated community with many amenities.

Private and peaceful gated remodeled home with guest house, large usable front
and back yards in quiet mountain setting. Designer updates throughout. Hardwood
floors, travertine fireplace, granite & stainless kitchen, Air conditioning. Unfurnished.

LAND

LAND

LAND - IN ESCROW

AMAZING OCEAN VIEWS AND BOULDER OUTCROPPINGS BEAUTIFUL CANYON VIEWS OUTSIDE COASTAL HUGE BUILDING SITE WITH OCEAN VIEWS
Everding Motorway
$650,000 Zuniga Road
$599,000 Hawks Nest Trail
$415,000
2.53
acres
1.5
acres
2.5 acre
William Preston Bowling
William Preston Bowling
William Preston Bowling
(310) 428-5085

LOCAL & GLOBAL

(310) 428-5085
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